to be even more cleaned of all "extras", be it river or mountain, although they were greatly improving in precise surveying and map projection. If no secure information could be obtained blank space became preferable to imagination 5 . As for our days with a wide array of technical possibilities the historical atlas of Baden-Württemberg might serve as an excellent example of how scholarship relies on maps combining scientific information on various topics with the representation of the geographical features of the state 6 . Anglosaxons and also Mexicans seem to differ here from scholars of western continental Europe. As for research on Mexico even among geographers the tendency persists to be satisfied with indicating the exact locations, while the rest of the maps remains empty. The attempt to adapt the vast information of the "Relaciones Geogräficas" mentioned above to quantitative methods and to convey their content rather in charts than in maps as Alejandra Moreno Toscano has done might be considered some treacherous "progress". If she choses the form of the traditional map, symbols appear on small scale maps of the Mexican Republic which otherwise are empty 7 . With many authors, however, the written text supplements unsatisfactory maps.
The ultimate goal naturally must be an interdisciplinary historical atlas of Mexico, in which the physical features ought to be considered. The excellent map of Raisz, "Lartdforms of Mexico", to be improved by more recent satellite imagery and aerial photography, as well as by the new series of the 1:50,000 sheets of DETENAL, might serve as a beginning 8 .
The present map on the more central parts of colonial Mexico has some far more humble origin and intentions. other merchandise to the various centres of consumption need a map with as many place-names as possible for the sake of identification. In a country like Mexico with ancient and elaborate patterns of marketing any maps solely limited to colonial regional divisions remain sadly lacking in usefulness. Peter Gerhard's otherwise excellent guide to the historical geography of New Spain on which the present map is entirely based poses exactly this problem 9 . The book centres on detailed descriptions and invididual maps of the 129 jurisdictions New Spain counted about 1786. The maps comprise the highest number of place-names available. Gerhard wrote an indispensable compendium, mainly derived from extensive archival research in Mexico, Spain and other countries. But he is mostly concerned with the evolution of colonial civil and ecclesiastical administration or with population data and settlements. His neglect of the economy of New Spain's various jurisdictions or of any crossboundary phenomena might explain the greatest deficiency of the book -the absence of a large scale map uniting all maps of the various sub-divisions. As Gerhard's maps on the civil jurisdictions of New Spain are drawn at different scales any easy putting together is out of question. For the compilation of the present map by using varous technical devices the different scales were adjusted. Especially Garcia Martinez has commented on the doubtfulness of Gerhard's boundaries as such 10 . Limiting oneself only to the cartographic representation, his lines of dividing adjacent areas already show discrepancies. Actually all lines of division as well as the location of settlements ought to be regarded with caution. Especially smaller settlements or settlements not any longer existent perhaps show slight deviations from their correct locations. The necessary generalization and the reducing of the actual size of the map for ') Peter Gerhard, A Guide to the Historical Geography of New Spain (Cambridge Latin American Studies 14), Cambridge 1972. Neither his companion volume (The Southeast frontier of New Spain, Princeton, New Jersey, 1979) nor, in this context of greater importance, any corrections and additions like by Bernardo Garcia Martinez in his review (Historie Mexicam XXU, 1972 -1973 ) of Gerhard's first book have been included here.
10 ) Garcia Martinez (op. cit., p. 614) offers some poignant remarks on this problem, while Günter Vollmer, besides increasing our topographical knowledge, also contributes some shrewd observations on locating colonial place-names or on delineating areal divisions; Günter Vollmer, "Mexikanische Regionalbezeichnungen im 16. Jahrhundert", in: Jahrbuch für Geschichte von Staat, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft Lateinamerikas 9 (1972), pp. 40-101. printing aggravated the problem of being far from precise. Without major research any readjustment to reality would have proved impossible. Lack of further research also forbade to make this map while taking the physical geography into account as well. The high concentration of place-names in central Mexico presented another cartographic problem. As the drawing of a separate map on the Mexican core lands at a larger scale was discarded, for the sake of legibility, however, here smaller lettering has been used. It does not imply any different size of settlements. Imperfect as it is, the present map on colonial New Spain can only be regarded as a tentative instrument for studies in the historical geography of Mexico" . 
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